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plays could never be popular, I feared, on the stage, to
which he well replied that such style as his (of which I
had been speaking) tells more than one would guess:
people who never perceive it unconsciously like it. We
instanced Synge as a parallel: and Gilbert's librettos.
November 26. I gave my Warton Lecture1 at the British
Academy at 5.0. I had been very nervous about it, fearing
it would seem utterly commonplace, but I was over-
whelmed with compliments, which were not all blarney,
I think. Mackail told me he agreed with every word I
said except saying of The Rape of the Lock, that it was an
instance of a trivial subject trivially treated, I was alarmed
as I used the words, but I thought I had made it clear that
what I meant was that Pope deliberately kept, as Words-
worth does not, to the light and trivial mood which
belongs to the triviality of the incident of the Rape, where-
as Wordsworth escapes always—e.g. from Lothbury and
the thrush, or the child and her porringer—to a high
world of great emotions, or rather takes them there. Of
course I entirely agreed with Mackail that Pope's masterly
treatment took the poem out of triviality as a work of art.
December a. Dined at The Club . . . Dunedin spoke
of a curious strike of Bishops in H. of Lords, lasting ten
days—begun by Bishop of Bangor, who said he would not
read prayers if Haldane, who was acting Chancellor,
would not say the responses: and, as he persuaded his
successor to take the same line, no Bishop read prayers
for ten days and Haldane read in their place, naving
apparently no objection to being parson, though he would
not be clerk!
December 8, Dined Literary. Colvin, who is doing a
selection of Wordsworth, told me that he thought there
could be no doubt that W.W. ranked fourth among the
English poets: a remarkable testimony from such a Keats-
lover. We talked much of Scott and Stevenson—Colvin
1 On *' Poetry and Commonplace "—repubHshed in The Continuity of
letters, 1023.

